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IAHF List:
DHS & the University of Maryland generated this white paper calling anyone who
supports the US Constitution to be a "terrorist." This offends me to the point where I
called my Senators and Congressmen to complain. (1-877-SOB-USOB to Capital
Switchboard) Please join me in complaining, but also in taking the specific actions
listed below in order to totally stymie the globlists plans.
This alert contains valuable information to help us all live free in an unfree world! In
this you will learn how to fly without showing any government issued ID, you'll
learn how to protect yourself from toxic chemtrails, you'll learn how to get tons
of people to refuse to go through the cancer causing, sperm count dropping
backscatter x ray machines, and you'll see evidence that the Department of
Homeland Security and University of Maryland have generated a paper that
labels all Constitutionalists "terrorists". (We must protest this outrage, en masse
while arming ourselves to the teeth with information, and weapons!)
All of us must take any action that directly opposes the ruling elite's efforts to control
us, and to strip us of our God given unalienable rights. We are clearly at war against
our rogue government, right now, but we are not powerless to resist and oppose
the mounting effort to control every aspect of our lives and to turn us into
microchipped slaves.

GET BACK AT THE TSA GOONS- HOW TO THWART
THEIR CRIMINAL AGENDA
Don't you hate it when you are in an airport and you are forced to show government
issued ID just to get on a plane? Don't you hate having to remove your shoes, belt
and anything metal from your pockets as you are herded like cattle through a
backscatter x-ray machine that is intended to cause cancer and to make men sterile
for population control purposes? See this site "TSA GOONS" which documents the
gross abuses of this criminal agency. (Then call your Senators and Congressmen via
1-877-SOB-USOB to demand the cut all funding to FDA.)
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Don't you hate knowing that the law allows our government to conduct Nazi like
experiments on us including spraying us with incredibly toxic levels of heavy metals
including arsenic, barium, strontium, cadmium, mercury, iron, zinc, and antibiotic
resistant bacteria that includes man made nano fibers intended to turn us into non
reproducing Androids who can be totally controlled by our would be overseers?
HOW YOU CAN LEGALLY FLY WITHOUT GOVERNMENT ISSUED I.D. EVERY
TIME!
My friend Jobie Weeks has flown more than 20 times without showing any
government issued ID, and I want you all to learn from his experience so we can all
start doing this because it will drive the Fedstapo stark raving nuts since there is not
a damn thing they can do about it, any more than they can stop us from using
organic sulfur to protect ourselves from toxic chemtrails that are intended to weaken
our immune system to give us cancer, Alzheimers, and to turn us into non
reproducing Androids!
Please go to the link above to learn exactly how you can fly without government
issued ID yourself! It gives me a good feeling to know that the airlines can't force us
to show a drivers license or passport. They think they can, but his experience shows
that Jobie Weeks has figured out how to get around this nonsense in order to hang
on to a shred of freedom!
When the ticket agent attempts to insist that you "can't get on the plane" without
showing a Drivers License or Passport, this is the phrase that gets you off the hook:
"Just tap up Sec-Dec 96-5 on your computer, and go to Paragraph 1, Section C.
Designate me as a 'selectee,' and proceed accordingly." (Read the full link
above to completely understand this.)
Then, once you're in the so called "security" line, you can CONTINUE to screw
with the terrorists efforts to weaken, injure and enslave you by handing out
copies of this article by Neurosurgeon Russell Blaylock, MD, to dissuade as
many people as possible from going through the cancer causing backscatter
x-ray machine which is intended to cause cancer and make men sterile.
ILLNESSES BEING CAUSED BY CHEMTRAILS & HOW TO PROTECT
YOURSELF
Are you suffering from:
Fatigue
Headaches
Muscle or joint pain
Depression

Salty-metallic or chemical taste to
the air
Ringing in the ears
Changes in eyesight/difficulty
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Insomnia
Anger issues
Inability to concentrate/looping
thoughts
Grinding teeth
Tight muscles
Sinus pain/swollen sinuses
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focusing
Upper respiratory infections
Heart pain
Shortness of breath/difficulty
breathing
Dark circles under the eyes
Stomach pain
Frequent illnesses

You Are Not Alone
This list of illnesses -- and more -- is being experienced by a rapidly-growing number
of people in various locations across the United States and in other countries.
These illnesses are occurring immediately after clusters of jets appear and begin to
release plumes or vapors into the air. These plumes and vapors have been named
"chemtrails" by those who have been observing them.
Click here to read more about this activity.
Not Suffering?
Many have reported that the health effects of this activity are cumulative, so if you
are not severely affected by this activity now, you may be in the near future. Please
take time to learn more.
Animal & Environmental Concerns
Not only are we concerned about the effect spraying is having on human health, but
we are also concerned about animals and the environment.
We have witnessed deaths of entire ladybug colonies after 3 extremely heavy
days of spraying. Others are witnessing massive die offs of ladybugs in many
other areas as well.
There have been unexplained continuous deaths of bats and bat colonies. Over
11,000 bats died in 2008. The disease is being called "while nose syndrome" but
the cause is baffling experts.
Nearly everyone has heard about the massive bee die-off nation wide. The U.S.
and U.K. both reported to have lost about one-third of its bee population in
2008.
Soils are becoming contaminated with very-high levels of aluminum. If aluminum
levels elevate above 400ppm, numerous species of plants will die.
Other serious environmental anomalies are occurring. We feel sure we know what is
causing this harm, but we need to test our hypothesis and then publish our results.
Finally, legal action needs to be taken to put an end to this crime.
Please encourage everyone you know to participate either in person, or via the web
in this anti chemtrail conference August 17-19th where you can watch numerous
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speakers discussing the issue of chemtrails. Consciousness Beyond Chemtrails
Please stock up on the best organic sulfur in the world! It will not only protect you,
your family and pets from the toxic impact of chemtrails by chelating all the heavy
metals to safely remove them from your body, but it will also assist you in achieving
optimal cellular functioning so as to be as healthy as humanly possible! It will help
you alleviate stress caused by this entire genocide agenda by neutralizing acid
dumped into your small intestine to help you be very calm and grounded despite all
the NWO is trying to do to us!
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